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Abstract

To investigate the relationship between lung sound (LS) and flow, LS signals from 5

healthy adults (Group I), 10 heaitþ children (Group II) and 7 asthmatic children (Group

III) were studied. The LS signals were recorded by an accelerometer placed over right

upper lung lobe at different floìv rates varied ffom 0.4 to 3.0 L/s, and the flow signals

were measured at mouth. The sigrals were simultaneously digitized at 10240 Hz. The LS

and flow signals were parsed into 100 ms segments with 50% overlap between successive

segments. The mean LS amplitude (mean AMP) and mean flow (low) were calculated for

each segrnent. The average power (P,"n) of each segrnent was calculated from the LS

spectrum over different frequency bands between 20-600 Hz. Fou¡ different types of

models, representing the reiationship between mean AMP or P,u" and flow, were

investigated using different percentage of flow sigrral in each inspiratory phase. Results

showed a much stronger correlation between P,,," and flow Tha¡ mean AMP and flow for

all groups. The best model to describe Po"" relationship with flow was found to be power

relationship in both healthy adults and children groups whereas a third-order polpomial

curve best fitted the P",n and flow data in asthmatic group. The optimum frequency band

to calculate P,," was found to be 150-450 Hz for healthy subjects and 300-600 Hz for

asthmatic children. The diminution of heart sound (HS) from LS recordings showed no

change in the selected model in all three groups. The results of this study suggest the

difference in Po,.-flow relationship in healthy and asthmatic subjects may be used as a

diagnostic tool for asthma. In addition, a Wavelet Transform (WT)-based adaptive

filtering (AF) was applied to LS signals fo¡ heart sounds reduction. Results showed that

the WT-based AF reduced heart sounds but also reduced the ove¡all LS average power,

and hence altering the original signal of interest. Thus, further investigation on the

feasibiiity ofusing this method for heaf-sound reduction from LS signal is necessary.
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CHAPTER 1 - Pnrtnnnr.,n

Rese¿rch Objectives

O Srudy lung sound-fiou relarionship in

B Healthy children and adults

O Healthy and asthmatic child¡en

O lnvestigate lung sound-flow relationship when heart sound is

reduced f¡om recorded lung sound

O Evaluate the effectiveness ofWT-based adaptjve filtering in

heart sound removing liom lung sound

1.I MoTIvATIoN

Application of computer technology and digital signal processing techniques in

respiratory sound (RS) analysis has proved the use of acoustical analysis of RS as a

valuable tool in clinical pulmonary assessment. Computerized RS analysis has shown

promise in the diagnosis of upper airway pathologies, respiratory tract infections,

swelling, airway edema, malformation and tumo¡ [1-6]. Respiratory acoustical analysis

can now quantiô/ chânges in lung sounds (LS), make permanent records of the

measurements made and produce graphical representations that help with the diagrosis

and treatment of patients suffering ffom lung diseases [7]. Consequently, there is an

emergent interest to gather more information of clinical utility from RS and better

understanding of the chatacteristic patterns of these sounds in both patients and healthy

individuals. One of the issues of interest for physicians and therefore, ¡esearchers in this

field is to find a model, which best describes the relationship between respiratory flow

and LS of patients compared to that of healthy individuals. Variation in flow rate

modifies both the intensity and frequency distribution of the breath sounds [8-10].
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Seve¡al researchers have studied such relationship between ¡espiratory flow and breath

sounds recorded either at trachea or over the chest [10-15]. However, none of them were

conclusive to a general model parlicularly between LS and flow.

Hence, the main motivation of this thesis was to explore the possible models

describing the relationship between LS and flow in both healthy individuals and

asthmatic patients. The LS was chosen over the tracheal sound due to the more diagnostic

value of LS. Determining the pattern of the Ls-flow relationship will contribute toward

better understanding of the mechanism of breath sound generation as well as better

diagnosis of respiratory diseases.

One of the challenges in LS analysis is the interference of heart sounds (HS)

with LS as it is an inevitable sou¡ce of noise that may mask the clinical auscultative

interpretation of LS and aiters the energy distribution in the spectrum of LS. Removing

HS from LS without significantly changing LS is challenging due to their overlap in both

time and frequency. Therefore, a simple filtering cannot remove HS from LS. In recent

years, the wavelet transform (WT) based denoising techniques have shown effective in

many applications including medical signals and images [1ó]. Since wavelet is a

prevailing means of denoising signals, a new adaptive filtering (AF) technique based on

wavelet transform has been proposed to remove HS from LS recordings [17]. This

method eliminates the need for any reference signal with low computational cost and

results in fast and easy implementation. However, the usefulness of the WT-based filter

in HS removing was not evaluated with proper frequency domain analysis of filtered

signal to compare with that of HS-ffee LS signal because of the unavailability of pure

Châpter 1
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HS-free LS signal. ln this study, a standard reference was provided to assess the efficacy

of the proposed method by doing frequency domain analysis of the filtered signals and

HS-free original LS signals extracted manually f¡om the original LS recordings.

Furthermore, the LS-flow relationship was investigated for plausible changes as a result

of HS removal from LS signals using the manual techlique.

1.2 BACKGROI,JND INromu,rroN

Breathing is the process by which oxygen in the ai¡ is brought into the lungs

and in close contact with the blood to carry it to all parts ofthe body, and carbon dioxide

is carried out of the lungs; thus lung can be described as the site of gas exchange. Lung

sound is generated by physical process as air turbulence, oscillatory movements of

airway walls, abrupt equilibration of gas-compartments with different pressures or gas

bubbling through mucus [18]. The generated sound is transmitted to the chest surface

through air spaces, parenchl.rna and chest wall. The parenchyma absorbs the sound,

especially the high frequency components, and the propagation speed is very low (25-60

m/sec) [19]. ln the airways, sound is propagated through the air (high frequencies) and

the airway walls (low frequencies), and the reco¡ded signal is influenced by acoustical

impedance mismatch at interfaces, and resonance [19]. Additional unwanted sounds are

generated simultaneously, for example by the heart and muscles. The LS generation is

affected by lung volume and by the velocity and di¡ection of ai¡flow [20-21] and the

intensity is influenced by regional ventilation [22] and closing volume [23]. The LS

transmission varies with the individual anatomic variations within the chest cavity [24]

and the density of the pulmonary parenchl,rna affects the propagation and attenuation of

sound [25-26].

Chapter 1
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Air enters the nostrils

passes though the
nâsopharynx,

the oral pharynx

tbrough the glottis

into the tracheâ

into the right and left
bronchi, which
branches and
rebranches into

bronchioles, each of
which terminates in a
cluster of

alveoli where actual
gas changes take place

Figure l.l. Anatomy and Physiology of huma¡ respiratory system.

The LS amplitude is lower in comparison to the tracheal sound amplitude and

is loudest at low frequencies (neæ 135 Hz) [27], and inspiratory sounds are found to be

louder than the expiratory sounds [28]. The effect of lung volume on LS amplitude was

found to be less, and the effect was apparent only over the upper lobes [29]. Again, the

amplitude differs between persons and different locations on the chest surface [27]. The

spectral pattem of normal chest wall breath sound was reported to have an exponential

decay of amplitude with increasing frequency and the energy was found to drop off

sharply between 100 to 200 Hz, though it could be detected above 1000 Hz with sensitive

instrument U2,20,271. It was found that the spectra of infants contained less power

below 300 Hz compared with children and adults whereas sound attenuation above 300

Hz was similar in all ages [12]. The frequency spectra of inspiratory and expiratory LS

signals are also different. The comparison of inspiratory and expiratory LS average

Chapter 1
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power at different ÍÌequency bands at different flow rates for different locations on the

chest showed that inspiratory sounds were louder than the expiratory sounds below 450

Hz, and the highest inspiratory--expiratory (I-E) power difference was in the frequency

range of 150-450 Hz [30].

Most common diseases associated with the obstruction to airflow in the

respiratory system are asthma, chronic bronchitis, emphysema, cystic fìbrosis and

sarcoidosis (lower airway obstruction); croup, LanTngotracheobronchitis, Epiglottitis and

various tumors and foreigr bodies that may involve the upper airway (upper airway

obstruction) [18]. Among these, asthma is the most prevalent especially in westem

countries, which may be due to the changes in the nature of exposure to various factors

before birth and during early childhood [18]. Asthma is a ch¡onic inflammatory diso¡der

of the bronchial airways associated with reve¡sible airway obstruction and ìncreased

airway responsiveness to a variety of stimuli [18, 31]. The airways react by narrowing or

obstructing when they become irritated by allergy, viral respìratory infections, and

airbome irritants. This makes it difficult for the ai¡ to move in and out. This narrowing or

obstruction can cause one or a combination of wheezing, coughing, shortness of breath

and chest tightness [18, 311.

Since the invention of Laënnec's stethoscope in 1817, physicians use the

stethoscope as a routine instrument to listen to RS for clinical diagnosis. However,

auscultation with a stethoscope has many limitations [271. The primary problerns in the

use and interpretation of stethoscope are physical, physiological, technical and clinical.

Auscultation using a stethoscope is very subjective to the individual's interpretation.
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Extemal and intemal noises may confound sound recognition as pathological or healthy,

resulting in possible misdiagnosis. Quantitative measurements o¡ permanent record of an

examination is not possible with the use of stethoscope. Consequently, long-term

monitoring or correlation ofRS with other physiological signals is difficult. Besides, the

stethoscope has a frequency response that amplifies frequencies below 112 Hz and

attenuates higher frequencies [27]. Acoustic investigations of the lung with computerized

methods for the recording and analysis of sounds have overcome many limitations of

simple auscultation by stethoscope.

In recent years, the application of digital signal processing and modem

computer technology has offered immense advantages for capturing, storage, analysis and

communication ofRS [7]. There has been a growing interest in respiratory acoustics, as it

has shown promise in the investigation of many respiratory diseases. Commonly reported

applications of computerized RS analysis are the graphical presentation of important

features, permanent records of such features, comparison of data obtained at different

times during the progression of respiratory diseases or their treatment, long term

monitoring of asthma, monitoring of breathing pattems of infants, monitoring of adults ìn

critical care settings and detection of features and patterns that are not easily recognized

by human ear l7l. IT may soon be possible to use the RS recordings and analysis to

monitor sleep apnea, nocturnal changes of bronchial obstruction in asthma; to assess the

response to bronchodilators and to bronchoconstrictors; and to monitor and anallze the

bronchial response to inhaled nonspecific bronchoconstrictive agents like methacholjne

or histamine both in children and adults [32]. With the availability of state-of-the-art

acoustical devices, such as ai¡ coupled microphones and contact accele¡ometers that are

Chapter 1
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more sensitive and specific for respiratory assessment, and various digital signal

processing methods, we have entered in the new era of pulmonary assessment by

acoustical means.

The problem of background noise is of particular importance in acoustical

analysis of RS, which includes any sound not directly associated with respiration.

Environmental noises may be avoided by a large degree by recording sound in a room

that is fiee from tra¡sient noises or in a body plethysmograph, shielding the sensors with

sound isolation materials, and by using suitable sensors [32]. Recently, adaptive digital

filtering by computer microprocessor has been effectively applied to furthe¡ reduce the

effect of background noise [33]. However, the reduction of interfering sounds f¡om chest

motion, intercostal muscles, skin Íiiction, heart, swallowìng, burping, bowl sounds, joint

crackles, speech or other noises from the subjects is mo¡e intricate to attain without

considerably changing the signals that are ofinterest. Automated artifacts recognition and

cancellation may become a built-in and routine part of RS analysis in both clinical and

research application [7]. On the other hand, interference ofHS with LS, both in time and

frequency domains, may not be considered as the background noise, since HS is a

regular, quasi-periodic signal. Although diffe¡ent approaches have been proposed to

reduce the effect of HS from LS recordings, a preferred signal processing technique has

not been established yet so that it can be used in clinical environment. Therefore, one of

the objectives of this thesis was to investigate wavelet denoising method to achieve HS

reduction from LS recordings.

Chapter 1
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The relationship between respiratory flow and the amplitude of breath sounds

has been under investìgation for a number of years. ln recent times, a few investigators

explored the feasibility of estimating flow from tracheal sound signal using the

relationship between flow and tracheal sound Í10-14,341. The main goal of this study

was to investigate the LS-flow relationship, derive a model to describe this relationship

and investigate whether the model would change with age or as a result of airway

diseases such as asthma. Furthermore, the effect of the presence of HS in the LS-flow

relationship pattern by analysis ofLS, including and excluding HS, was investigated.

In summary, the objectives of this study were:

To find a mathematical model that best describes the LS-flow relationship both in

children and adults.

To compare the LS-flow relationship of children with asthma to that of healthy

children.

To investigate the variation of LS-flow relationship when HS are removed from

the LS recordings.

To evaluate the effectiveness of WT-based adaptive filtering technique in HS

reduction from LS recordings, both quantitatively and qualitativeiy.

1.3 Ourr,n¡n oF TtrE THESTs

Subsequent chapters of this thesis are organized, as follows:

chapter 1 - The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the preamble and background

information for the thesis. It provides an overview of the anatomy and physiology of

Chapter 1
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human respiratory system, characteristics of normal LS and common diseases associated

with lungs and the problem of interference of noise associated with LS recordings. This

chapter defines the research objectives.

Chapter 2 - This chapter gives a brief review ofpast research done on LS signals, which

comprise studies of LS signal characteristics as well as its relationship with flow, and a

short overview of the digital signal processing techniques recommended in the problem

of interference cancellation in LS analysis. Each study is discussed with a concise

expository of its methodology along with error analysis and performance evaluation if it

is available, and the findings that have been ¡eported.

Chapter 3 - This chapter describes the data acquisition technique and instrumentation

used in this research, the signal processing techniques and mathematical models used to

determine the LS-flow relationship, and the application of WT-based AF technique to

HS removal problem in LS recordings. It represents the detailed data analysis processes

for LS-flow relationship modeling and WT-based adaptive filtering of LS.

Chapter 4 * This chapter summarizes the results of model selection to describe the LS-

flow relationship, optimum frequency band to calculate LS average power and the results

of data segmentation. It also represents the results of HS reduction from LS recording

using WT-based adaptive filtering.

Chapter 5 - This chapter provides discussions on the results of the current study and

summarizes the contributions of the thesis.

Chapter 6 - Thìs chapter discusses a few directions for possible future works.

Chapter 1
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CHAPTER 2 - LIrnn¡.runn Rnvraw

2.1 REVTEw oF RELEVANT RESE¡ncn Papnns

Computerized RS analysis has seen major innovations over the past 30 years with

rapidly evolving computer technology, data acquisition techniques and state-of-the-art

digital signal processing techniques [7]. These techniques have ¡evealed various

respiratory acoustic properties related to physiological parameters in various pathological

conditions. It has been established that different lung diseases may be diagnosed when

adventitious sounds are present, or when patient's LS is perceived as having different

features than that of normal LS features. Lung sound studies fo¡ diagnostic features

include studying its fiequency specha at different iocations on the chest [20, 35];

frequency spectra as a function of age and body size [11-12] and iung volume and flow

[25]; spectra at different pathological conditions [36-37]; LS amplitude at different

locations and as a function of Ílow f21-22,24, 28, 37 -381; and the interference of

cardiovascular and muscle noises on LS [24, 39]. Recently, extensive interests have

originated concerning the airway modeling of human respiratory system that can explain

the association between respiratory flow and breath sound quantitatively. The related

works exploring the breath sound cha¡acteristics and their relationship with respiratory

flow are brought up in short in this chapter.

The research on the relationship between LS and flow was launched when

experiments discovered that there is a parallel upward shifts of the spechal curve with

increasìng flow with no changes in the general pattem of the LS spectrum [11]. Other

Chapter 2
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recent studies revealed that both the mean amplitude and mean frequency of LS a¡e

increasing functions of flow [28], although the relation depends on various parameters

such as individual's height, weight, age, airway dimension, gas density etc. 1271. As a

result, researchers investigated various methods to relate these two signals [9-15,22-25,

37-381.

In early years, Leblanc and his coworkers [22] studied the relationship between

LS amplitude (AMP), measved as the peak deflection of a rectified, integrated tracing,

and the simultaneously measured inspired flow and volume, and demonstrated a linear

relationship between AMP, and flow within a wide range of lung volume. Since the

points were picked off a chart recorder tracing and the curve fitting was done by

eyeballing, the results might not be reliable. Banaszak et al. [37] showed that the

logarithm of root mean square (.RM,S) of LS amplitude was linearly related to flow, where

they used frequency analysis techniques to analyze LS Íiom 75 to 500 Hz and related the

amplitudes to peak of flow measu¡ed at mouth. Wooten and his co-workers [38]

published a plot of LS AMP as a curvilinear function of flow without including actual

points where they stated the relation as exponential. Dosani and Kraman [39], and

K¡aman and Aust¡heim [24] ascertained that the LS signal was a linear function of the

flow above 1.3 L/s. They divided the LS intensity by the flow to generate a flow

independent measurement and demonstrated that below 1.3 L/s the relation was not

always linear [39]. In another study, a linear ¡elation between flow and LS AMp was

suggested [a0]. The LS data was recorded from fou¡ subjects breathing at functional

residual capacity, and peak flow was compared with either the mean or peak LS AMp.

The linear regression analysis for the peak flow greater than 1.4 L/s and the

Chapter 2
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corresponding mean and peak sound AMP showed,linear ¡elationship in all subjects. On

the other hand, Shykoff and her co-wo¡kers reported a good statistical fit between the

experimental data and the data estimated from a quadratic model describing the

relationship between LS AMP and flow [41]. However, the LS envelope used in their

study, as an estimate of sound amplitude, had inherent fluctuations that limited the

accuracy of assessing a precise power relationship.

Charbonneau et aL. [42) used a different equation to relate flow with mean

breath sound (both tracheal and lung sound) amplitude (.BSl) in ll/atts and mean power

frequency 1f ). However, by BSA they meant the area under the spectral curve of LS

minus corresponding area under the breath-hold spectra. The model was summarized as

BSA:A.Ft(kf-F), (2.1)

where F is flow in L/s, BSA is mean of BSI from the breath sounds recorded at four

different locations, f is mean power frequenc y in Hz, A and k are constants. Further

inspection of this model revealed a nonlinear relationship. According to their model, if

t7 ,rp, the LS spectral amplitude became linearly dependent on flow. But as flow

increased relative to kj , the relationship became nonlinear with higher dependency on

nS,l . fttey demonstrated that when increasing flow from 0.25 L/s to 0.5 L/s, BS,q and

flow had a powff relationship (BSA = k . F "; with cr to be approximately 1.6, whereas

increasing flow from 0.4 L/s to 0.8 Z/s, cr was about 2.

t2
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ln contrast to all researchers who assumed that a ¡elationship exists between

breath sound and airflow, Mussell et al. [35] claimed that both tracheal and lung

respiratory sounds were flow independent over the flow range of 1.6-2.6 Lus. This result

is incongruent with established clinical observations and might be due to some error in

their calculation of spectra. For example, some Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms

normalize their ouþut by always assigning a fixed numerical values to the largest point

(peak) in the spectrum.

More recently, Gawiely and his co-workers [28] investigated a power

relationship between BSA and flow, as described by the following equation,

BSA= kF " (2.2)

where F' is flow in L/s, a and È are constants. The amplitude was calculated as the area

under the linear spectral curve of breath sounds (calculated over the frequency band of

100-1000 Hz for the LS and 100-2400 Hz for tracheal sound) minus the area under the

conesponding spectral curve of breath-hold sounds assuming that these areas correspond

to the root mean square amplitude of the sound in time domain. ln their studies, lung and

tracheal sounds data recorded from six healthy men exhibited the power relationship as

stated above and the overall mea¡tSD (standard deviation) value of the power coefficient

(cr) was determined to be 1.66+0.35. Furthermore, LS power during inspiration was

found to be greater than that during expiration, whereas tracheal sound power was

independent of respiratory phases. However, neither the mean-square-enor (MSE) of the

linear regression analysis, nor the correlation coefficient between log (BSl) and log(F")

were reported in their study.

13
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The existence of a relationship between RS and flow, encouraged several

researchers to try estimating flow from RS mainly from tracheal sounds. Making use of

the diffe¡ent signal characteristics, Soufflet et al. [10] estimated flow from tracheal

sounds with eight methods divided into two groups of four. For the first group of

experiments, they assumed that a relationship existed between flow and various tracheal

signal parameters (mean amplitude of sound (in time-domain), mean amplitude of

spectrum, mean frequency of spectrum and the product of mean amplitude and mean

frequency) and was thus reflected by the variation of certain parameters. Fou¡ different

parameters were tested and for each parameter ¿ a specific reference cuwe representing

the variation ofP versus flow was derived for each subject and the unknown flow was

estimated f¡om the calculated P and reference curve. In the second group, a hierarchical

clustering analysis of sound spectra was made for revealing the fiequency modifrcations

induced by the flow where each cluster is associated with a reference flow and reference

spectrum. Their results showed a mean uncertainty of about 1570 between actual and

estimated flow for all the eight methods except one.

Que et al. [34] estimated tracheal flow from tracheal sounds by using linear

relationship between flow and sound in both patients (patients with unstable airway

obstruction and patients with stable asthma) and normal subjects. Flow and tracheal

sounds were measured simultaneously during two separate 30-sec intervals. For one 30-

sec period the relationship between flow and sound was determined and this relationship

was used to derive flow and volume ÍÌom the amplitude ofthe sound signal of the second

measurement period. The accu¡acy of measurement was assessed by comparing the

volume obtained from integration of the measured flow (Vm) to the volume estimated

14
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flom the sound signal (Ze) and the mean difference between I/e and Vm was shown to be

0.009+0.046 L. Lately, Yap and Moussavi [14] explored several possible relationships

between flow (fl and tracheal sound average power (P,"r) over different frequency

bands. Experiments with three models (linear (P,,,,: ËF), power (Po,," : kF\ and

exponential (Po,n: keFo) relationship model) showed that the relationship between F and

tracheal P".,," could be best represented by an exponential model. For that reason, the

exponential model was used to estimate flow. The results showed that the estimated flow

followed actual flow well with an error of 5.8+3.0 7o

A non-invasive acoustical method has been developed to detect respiratory

phases (inspiratior/expiration) without direct measurement of flow with 100%o accwacy

[30]. In that method, onsets ofbreaths were detected using tracheal sound signal and the

respiratory phases (inspiration and expiration) were identified from the LS signal. Most

recently, Hossain and Moussavi [15] estimated respiratory flow fiom LS average power

determining a piecewise linear model between flow and LS average power. The results

showed an overall estimation error of 10.2+3.3%.

The correlation between LS alte¡ations and airways obstruction in asthma has

long been recognized in clinical practice, although the precise pathophysiological

mechanisms of this relationship have not been determined. Tìnkelman et al. [43] used

computff analysis ofbreath sounds to measure sound intensity levels in both healthy and

asthmatic children. The intensity levels were derived using a microcomputer-based

program that digitized audio signals and calculated energy values at every 25-ms interval

throughout each signal. Results showed that there were statistical differences between

t5
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mean intensity levels for LS in healthy children between 2 and 6 years and the mean

intensity levels for wheezing sounds in the same age group, as well as wheezing sounds

in asthmatic patients over the age of 8 years (p < 0.002). It is being assumed that airway

narrowing in asthma, either spontaneous or induced by bronchial provocation, will

increase the flow required to generate inspiratory breath sounds and will change the

relation of flow and LS intensity. Therefore, in this study the LS-flow ¡elation was

investigated profoundly for both healtþ and asthmatic cases using different

mathematical models.

In LS analysis, the ¡eduction of interfering sound fiom intercostal muscles

chest wall movement and the heart is challenging to achieve without significantly

disturbing the waveforms that are of interests, Although the effects of ambient noise

could be considerably reduced by using a sound proof room and suitable accelerometer

the removal ofheart noise interference is complicated since they overlap both temporally

and spectrally [20]. In addition, frequency contents could change or exhibit a shift due to

several factors such as the inherent variability of biological system, conditions during

signal acquisition, and cardiac disorder. The time variance, nonlinearity, and transmission

changes of the systems involved exclude direct subtraction of separately recorded heart

sounds fiom the contaminated LS as a solution. High-pass filtering (HPF) wìth cutoff

frequency below some compromised and arbitrary value in the range between 70- I 00 Hz

has conservatively been used to diminish this interference [44]. However, the problem of

using HPF is - low frequency HS as well as LS are suppressed, but higher spectral

components of HS may still contaminate the LS signal [20]. An altemative approach

proposed for HS removal was the selective sound analysis during parts of the cardiac

t6
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cycle that are free of HS (diastole) known as "ECG-gating" [45]. This method is limired

by the number of samples due to the selective sampling of the sound signal and it needs

an extra recording of ECG signal.

The application of least-mean-square (LMS) AF technique was suggested to

overcome this problem by several resea¡chers [46-48]. However, the overall HS

reduction by these LMS-AF methods was moderate (50%-80%,24%-49% and 15o/o-83%o,

respectively) and none of the methods has led to a gold-standard or superior method to

resolve the problem of HS reduction in LS recordings.

A reduced order Kalman filtering (ROKF) was applied to this problem where

an autoregressive (AR) model was fitted to the HS signal manually extracted from

portions of recordings without LS [a9]. The state-space equations necessary for the

ROKF were set up assuming LS signal as a colored additive process in the observation

equation. Although this method eliminated the necessity of time alignment required by

LMS-AF method, the computational complexity of the algorithm was very high and all

the results mentioned were based on synthesized sigrals, not true LS recordings.

Recursive least squares (RLS) filtering algorithm was used for HS reduction in

LS recordings by Lu et al. [50] where the filter o¡der was about 8 times lower than that in

the ROKF-RLS shrdy mentioned above. Their RLS method was applied in real-time,

requiring a separate HS recording simultaneously with the Ls acquisition. The HS signals

were band-pass filtered between 20-100 Hz, a range that may include LS and excludes

HS at higher Íiequencies.

11
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Al adaptive heart-noise reduction method, based on fourth-order statistics

(FOS) of the recorded signal was proposed by Hadjileontiadis and Panas [51]. Using a

single sound recording, they tried to obtain all signals needed for AF with small numbe¡

of taps. The Localized Reference Estimation (LOREE) algorithm was developed for HS

locations using band-pass filtering and tkesholding. After complex signal processing,

improved ¡esuits were obtained over LMS adaptive filtering and HPF, but the method

was more computationally intensive and proper quantitative comparison was not done to

evaluate the performance of the algorithm.

The discrete wavelet transform was used to achieve alignment of input and

reference sigrals for successive adaptive separation of HS from LS with a block fast

transversal fi1ter (BFTF) AF algorithm [52]. The main objective of these investigators

was the development of time delay estimation scheme and its comparison with a cross-

correlation method for HS localization in LS recordings. The LS recordings were

separated into subbands using WT for the application of the time delay estimations, and

were reconstructed after application ofAF per subband. A formal qualitative assessment

of the possible alteration of LS was not reported in their study.

A WT-based AF technique has been proposed for de-noising LS signal from

HS Ii7]. An adaptive separation ofdesired signal from the unwanted signal was achieved

through an iterative wavelet decomposition-reconstruction process based on ha¡d

thresholding ofthe wr coefficients at every iteration. HS appeared to be well reduced in

the time and frequency domain relative to the signals aÍter HpF and to the original

signals, This method also eliminated the need of any reference signal with low

t8
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computational cost, and fast and easy implementation. Again, HPF was used as the main

method of comparison and the qualitative assessment of the filtered signal was not

exhibited.

Very recently, RLS adaptive noise cancellation (ANC) filtering has been

applied to six reco¡ded LS data f¡om healthy subjects for reducing HS in LS recordings

[53]. The reference input for the RLS-ANC hlter was derived from a modified band-pass

filtered version of the original signal. The algorithm was designed to have infinite

memory Q": 1) and low orde¡ (M: 2) to adequately track all ofthe variations in second

order statistics of both LS and HS signals. The comparison between the power spectral

density (PSD) of original LS segrnents, with and without HS, and the corresponding

RLS-ANC filtered LS segments has shown effectiveness of the RLS filtering method to

reduce HS from LS recordings with minimal distortion of LS. However, the processing

time of the method is substantial, with at least a ten-fold increase in time for the RLS-

ANC over the WT-based AF technique proposed in [ 17].

Nonetheless, none of the above methods except one [53] were being evaluated

quantitatively due to the non-availability of the pure LS sigral. Consequently, the

evaluation of the WT-based AF [17] was done qualitatively without proper frequency

domain analysis of the filtered signal compared to pure LS signal. ln order to

quantitatively assess the effectiveness of WT-based AF, a HS-free LS reference was

extracted from LS recordings manually. The average PSD of HS-fiee original LS signal,

and filtered LS signal was compared in different fiequency bands. Finally, the qualitative

evaluation was done by listening to the original and filtered signal by experts.

I9
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2.2 Sumu,lny

A brief overview of significant resea¡ch works accomplished in finding the

relationship between LS and flow in patients and healtþ subjects, and different proposed

HS reduction techniques from LS have been presented. The methodology used in each

study was discussed along with thei¡ effectiveness and limitations. The findings of each

study were summarized in brief.
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CHAPTER 3 - MlrnnrtI,s AND Mnrnoos

3.1 SusJlcrs, INSTRT.,MENTATToN AND D,ua Acqursrrron

Data from twenty two subjects, participated in three different studies previously

conducted at the Respiratory Acoustics Laboratory, Manitoba I¡stitute of Child Health

(Director: Prof. H. Pasterkamp) were accessed for this project. All the subj ects were non-

smokers and they were divided into three groups: 5 healtþ adults (2 males) aged

25+0.84 (mean+SD) years (Group I), 10 healtþ child¡en (7 males) aged 10+3 years

(Group II), and 7 asthmatic children (4 males) aged 11+3 years (Group III). The

recordings were done in the Respiratory Acoustics Laboratory, University of Manitoba.

Informed consent was obtained f¡om the participants and/or their parents (guardian)

before recording LS data. Physical characteristics of subjects participated in this study are

given in Table 3.1.

LS data of each subject had been recorded using a piezoelectric accelerometer

(Siemens EMT25C) placed at the 3'd intercostal space right midclavicular area (right

upper lung lobe or RUL) by double sided adhesive tape rings. Three LS recordings from

each subject of Group I was obtained at target flow rates of 0.5 L/s (low), 1.0 L/s

(medium) and 1.5 L/s (high). Each recording was consisted of 5O-second target flow

breathing followed by a 1O-second breath-hold to measure the background noise. Data of

Group II was obtained from a previous ¡esearch done for acoustical respiratory phase

detection without airflow measurement [30], in which healthy children were asked to

breathe at different flow rates from low (0 - 0.4 L/s) to hìgh (0.8 - 1.2 L/s) in a single
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recording. They breathed at the target flow rate consistently for a minimum of five

complete breaths at each level, followed by a 5-second b¡eath-hold as the reference for

background noise. The LS data of asthmatic subjects were accumulated from the

respiratory acoustic laboratory, University of Manitoba data archive. Data were collected

from children, while they were being treated for asthma at the Winnipeg Child¡en

Subject No. Age (yr) He¡ght (cm) l eight (kg)

Healthy Adults (Group I)

22

I

2

4

5

26

25

26

25

24

t'75

180

164

170

t62

'10

80

62

64

54

M

M

F

F

F

Healthy Children (Croup ll)
I
2

3

4
5

6
,7

8

9

l0

9

l3
1l
7

ll
lt
,/

t0

t41
63
64
'79

76

69
'72

78

68

13

50
42
32
36
44
30

34

M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F

M
F

35
20

36

IO

4

I

2

3

4

5

6
'7

12

12

15

7

l1

7

t3

137.6

t'71

t25

t43

131

153

5l
32

32

27

32

41

39

F

M

M

M

M

F

F

Table 3.1. Physical characteristics of study subjects.

HOSPITAL. LS DATA WERE RËCORDED IN A SINGLE RECORDING OF 32+7 S INCLUDING 5-

SECOND BREATH-HOLD AT THE END OF EACH RECORDING AND EACH SUBJECT BREATHED AT

Asthm¡tic Children (Group III)

DIFFERENT TARGET FLOW RATES VARIED FROM 0.4 L/S TO 1.3
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The LS signals of all groups were band-pass filte¡ed in hardware using a

custom-built eighth order Butterworth filter with the pass-band 50-2500 Hz and

amplified by gain of 200. With a nose clìp ín place, flow signals were ¡ecorded

concurrently with a mouthpiece attached to a calibrated pneumotachograph (Fleisch #3).

Al1 signals were digitized at the 10240 Hz sampling rate and 12 bits per sample (National

Instruments DAQ). The flow signals were later decim aTed fo 320 Hz. Subjects maintained

target flow levels by monitoring and modifying their breathing while observing flow and

voiume targets on a computer (custom written application in LabVIEW@, National

Instruments). Figure 3.1 illustrates the recorded LS signals and flow signals for each

study group.

3.2 METHoDoLocY

3.2.I LUNG soUND AND FLow RELATIoNSHIP MoDELING

3,2.1.1 Artifact Rernoval and Data Segmentation

The first part of data analysis consisted of artifact removal. Artifacts from

swaliowing, burping, speech or other noises from the subjects were ¡emoved fiom all the

sound recordings including breath-hold. Artifact segments were identified manually by

visual (from spectrogram) and audìtory (listening) means and were marked fo¡ exclusion

from further analysis.

The presence of HS in time domain signals can easily be identified manually

from the spectrogram of the original LS signal as the segments wìth HS shows higher

power at low frequencies (Figure 3.2), and by listening to the signal in time domain.

24
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Hence, the HS-free segments of LS signals were obtained manually by visual and

auditory means.

It is known that there is a th¡eshold flow, which needs to be exceeded in order

for breath sound to be recognized, and at low flow rates the breath sound amplitude does

not exceed the background noise [10, 34]. Hence, there might be a range of flow where

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

tim e (sec)

Figure 3.2. Example of accumulating HS-free segrnents oflung sound signal.

no relationship between breath sound and flow could be obtained. Moreover, the

relationship might change as the flow increases from zero to the target level. Taking these

facts into consideration, the relationship was examined for different percentage of

inspiratory flow. Hence, the flow-gating consisted of segmentation of the flow signal as

upper X% of each inspiration, where X was varied from 10 to 100 with increment of 10

and the corresponding LS signals were utilized for analysis (Figure 3.3). The goal was to

investigate the LS-flow relationship when different percentage of inspiration was taken

into account. The breath hold signals were sequestered as including and excluding HS

100wi
W
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Spectrogram of LS sig na I
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with the same procedure. The breath-hold

estimation ofbackground noise [32, 54 ].

1.2

0.8

0.6

0.4l

o.2

0

26

segments excluding HS were used as an

U pper X% of target flow : i.i!,
J
3o
F

0.2 -.¡ 0.6 0.8
time (sec)

Figure 3.3. Flow signal segmentation as upper X% of each inspiration.

3.2.1.2 Mean flow and mean Lung sound Amplitude Calculation

ln order to obtain the mean LS amplitude (mean AMP) the Hilbert Transform

of the corresponding flow-gated sound segments was computed. Hilbert T¡ansform of a

real valued signal x(t) is defined as

y1,¡=n.1,¡=1jIQ.,
ï:r-l (31)

where the principal value of the integral is used. Hilbert Transform introduces a phase

shift of -¡l2 at each positive frequency and +rl2 at each negative frequency. When a

real signal x(t) and it's Hilbert Transform y(t) =H,(t) arc used to form a new complex

signal z(l) = x(t) + jy(t), the signal z(t) ìs the "analytic signal" corresponding to the real

signal x(t) with all "negative frequencies" of x(t) being filtered out [55-56]. Since z(r) has
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the same amplitude and frequency content as the original real dafa, it is usefu1 in

calculating instantaneous attributes of a time series, especially the amplitude and

frequency. The instantaneous amplitude is the amplitude of the complex Hilbert

transformed signal z(t), and the instantaneous frequency is the time rate of change of the

instanta¡eous phase angle. Due to its simplicity, Hilbert Transform is a very popular

method for envelope detection of time varying signals. The resulting LS envelope after

Hilbert Transform is illustrated in Figure 3.4. The envelope of Hilbert Transformed sound

segrnents was sequestered into 1024 data samples (100 ms) altd 50o/o overlap between

consecutive segments and the average was calculated afterward to get the mean AMP of

the LS segments. The mean flow (flow) was also calculated simultaneously for every

segrnent (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3,4, Calculated mean flow (flow) and mean LS amplitude (mean AMP) lor

every 100 ms segment ofa LS signal recorded from a typical subject:

a) Mean flow (low) b) Original LS signal c) Mean sound envelope

(mean AMP) caiculated after Hilbert Transform oforiginal LS signal.

3.2.1.3 Average Power Computation of Lung Sound signal

The flow-gated and both HS-contaminated and HS-free LS sections of the lung

sound recordings were divided into 100 ms (i024-sample) segments using Hanning

window, with 50% overlap between successive segments. The power spectrum of each

segment was calculated using FFT and averaged over the inspiratory segments to get the

average power spectrum density (PSD). The average PSD of breath-hold segrnents was

also calculated in similar fashion and was subtracted from the average PSD of LS

segments to eliminate the effect of background noise in the analysis. The average spectra

o.s ui
'1.0 Us
'1.5 Us lBG:

:i 
" lrI *-*t[

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 3.5. The Power Spectrum Density (PSD) of LS signal at different flow

rates for a typical subject.
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ofLS segments at different flow rates and breath-hold segrnents a¡e shown in Figure 3.5

for a typical subject. Since it is noted that increasing flow causes upward shift of spectral

curve with no change in the shape, a frequency band was tried to determine where the

average power of LS (P,"") had the highest correlation with the flow signal. Hence, the

P,", of LS signals were caicuiated over the octave frequency bands: 20-40 Hz, 40-7 0 Hz,

70-150 Hz, 150-300 Hz, 300-600 Hz, as well as some other fiequency bands: 70-300 Hz,

70-450 Hz, 100-300 Hz, 100-450 Hz and 150-450 Hz. Figure 3.6 illust¡ates an example

of calculated average power ofa recorded LS signal from it's spectrogram.

a) Mean flow

^.4- i " - -. l:l(,
ì.2

''Jãolo-z| r\ . ll

i :-
b) Spectrogram of LS

29

c) Average power
' : -, ,- . . i- a

I

4 6 I 10
time (sec)

Figure 3.6. The spectrogram of a typical LS signal and the average power calculated at

150-450 Hz frequency band.
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3.2.1.4 Modeling the relationship between Lung sound and Flow

The following four models describing the relationship between either mean

AMP or P,," and flow were investigated:

1) Power relationship between mean AMP and flow:

mean AMP n ¡low 
k 

--> Iog( mean AMP) æ klog( Jtow), k = 1,2,3

2) Exponential relationship betw eer' P*" and. flow:

P o,," ,r e P fo' -+ log({",) æ B Jtow

3) Power relationship between Po,,n and flow:

P,," æ. flow " -+ iog( P.," ) n a log( flow )

4) 2"d and 3'd degree polynomial relationship between Po", andflow:

1,, = k,flow' + k,flow + k, and 1'" = k,,flovl + krflovÎ + krflow+ k^

where a, þ, kt, k¿, kj and ka are constants. All the LS features, mean AMP, Po"" and

log(P,*), were normalized dividing by their maximum values.

3.2.1.5 Selection of Optimum Model

In order to find an appropriate model that best describes the LS-flow

relationship, the model coefficients of the model 1 to model 3 were derived by using

linear regression analysis which fitted a straight line to the measurements done for the

model variables in least square sense. Besides, the correlation coefficient (r) between the

regression line and the actual data was computed which quantifies the degree of linea¡

association between the two variables (Table 3.2). The model that acquired the highest r

with least mean-square-error (MSE) between the regression lìne and the actual data was
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chosen as the right most model. In addition, a polynomial curve of order two and order

three (model 4) were fitted to the Po,,¡-flow data to find the best fit curve in least square

sense. The values ofr between the experimental data and the data estimated from model

coefficients were also calculated.

JI

Correlâtion
C."fî"i"*i¡"" Direction ând strengtb of------'-;;;' -'-- Correlation

-l
-0.8

-0.5

-0.2

0

0.2

0.5

0.8

I

Perfectly negative

Strongly negative

Moderately negative

Weakly negative

No association

Weakly positive

Moderately positive

Strongly positive

Perfectly positive

Note.-The sign of the correlation coefficient
(ie, positive or negative) defines the direction

ofthe relationship. The absolute value indicates
the strength ofthe correlation.

Table 3.2.r Interpretation of correlation coefficient.

¡Kelly H. Zou, Kemal Tuncali, Stuart G, Silverman, Conelation and Simple Linear Re gresslon. Radiologt2003i
22'7 t617-628.

3.2.1.6 Synopsis of LS-flow relationship Modeling

The detail process flow of LS-flow relationship modeling was summarized in

the following Data Analysis Flow Chart (Figure 3.7). Data from each subject was

aualtzed separately so that each model had its own parameters (r and MSE) for each

subject and later the parameter values were averaged among the subjects for each model.
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Lung sound-flow Relationship Modeling Flowchart
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Figure 3.7. Data analysis flowchart fo¡ LS-flow relationship modeling
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3.2.2 uElnr-xorsE REDUcrroN oF LS usrNc WT-BASED ADAPTIVE FTLTER]NG

3.2.2.1 WaveletAnalvsis

l. The Continuous Wavelet Transform

A wavelet is a waveform of limited duration that has an average vaiue of zero

and a defined function V(t) l57l.Some examples of wavelets commonly used in signal

processing a¡e shou'n in Figure 3.8. By dilation, or changes of scale (s), and translations,

i.e., time domain window regions of size r, families of wavelets are formed based on the

main or "mother" wavelet,

1 (t-r\
W ..,(t\ = rV; 

- 
l.Vs \ s )

s > 0, r e fr

where s is the dilation parameter and c is the translation parameter [58].

W{r¡

db8

Figure 3.8. Examples of some commonly used wavelets.

The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of a l-D function f (t) e L'1(8), ¿'](Sl) is the

vector space of measu¡able, square integrabl e fanction f(t), is defined in a Hilbert space,

as the projection of the function onto the wavelet set i¡r",dt) [57]:

dFiT

(3.2)

(3.3)cw)' tr. f )= Y/ (r.s) = ft Itu,r-[T)"
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Frequency Time Time

Figure 3.9. Comparison of a signal represented in different domains with

a) FT representation b) STFT representation c) WT representation.

The scale, s of the wavelet can be considered as the inverse offrequency. Larger

scales correspond to dilated signals and small scales correspond to compressed signals.

Unlike the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) which has a constant resolution at all

times and fiequencies, the wavelet tra¡sform (WT) has a good time and poor fiequency

resolution at high frequencies, and good frequency and poor time ¡esolution at low

frequencies (Figure 3.9). This approach is known as "Multiresolution Analysis (MRA)',.

The reconstruction of the function is possible using the foilowing formula:

(3.4)

where cr2 is the "admissibility constant" depends on the wavelet used and satisfies the

following "admissibility condition":

fe)= | iivy,G,,)ll '-')a, a,.c:,"," s-\ s ./

' -ìt
,r"ittytatll-0, < cor lal I

)

(3.s)

where r¿(ø) is the Fourier T¡ansform of r¿(l)
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The CWT is particularly good at exhibiting signal information in great detail;

however, due to limited computational power available in computer systems, it is

necessary to discretize the transform.

il. Multiresolution Analysis: The Discrete Wavelet Transform

The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) calculates the wavelet coeffìcients at

discrete intervals of time and scale, instead of at all scales. Therefore, it requires much

less computation time than the CWT without much loss of detail. With the DWT a fast

algorithm is possible which makes use of the fact that if scales and positions are chosen

based on power of two (dyadic scales and positions), the analysis is very efficient. The

scheme is known as "subband coding".

The wavelet multiresolution analysis is based on the scaling function þ(t) and

chain of closed, linea¡ "approximation" spaces, Vj such that

. Y -Y cVo cV_, cV-r... and satisfu some specific properties [58-59]. By dilation and

t¡anslation of the scaling function and the mother wavelet the following functions are

derived:

þ,¡Q)=22 þ(2-i t -k),and V ¡.*(t) =2'z ì.//Q-i t - kl, j,k =1, 2,..', J eZ (3.6)

wherej represents the scale or corresponding resolution of the functions and Ë localizes

the functions in time. On each j the function /;.* (t) forms an orthonormal basis for V,

and, ty ,.rQ) forms an orthonormal basis for O, , where O, is the orthogonal complement

of V, in V, , defined as:

35
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Vr-'=V,@O, i e Z

36

(3.7)

with Vj I O, and @ denotes direct sum. Thus, by iterating the decomposition ,./ times

the Vo space can be decomposed as

vo =or @ "@o/-r @oj @vr (3.8)

An arbitrary time series x(r) e I (fr) can be written as

x(t) = la,.rþ,.r1t¡ +\ld,*V,.rG),
kêZ j<J k.Z

(3 e)

where the first term represents the approximation on the scale .,I and the second term

represents the details on the scale -/ and all finer scales. Together the wavelet coeffrcients

ar,* of the approximation and the d .¡.* of the details form the discrete wavelet transform

of the original time series xlr/.

In wavelet MRA the wavelet approximation coefficients a, o and detail

coefficients d ,,0 on adjacent scales are related by the decomposition

a¡.r =lhi,.ra, ,,, , d¡,r =Zs)_r.o,,,., ,
nez üe7.

(3.10)

as well as by the reconstruction

o,-r.r =l{hr 2,a¡., + g¡-2,d ¡.^) , (3.11)

as shown in Figure 3.10 in a pyramid structure. The coefficients h, and g, are given as

n, = løtt)ø,.,{ùat and c,, =(-1), h:_, (3.12)
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.l ar- ":Z u,r7ì ur

Figure 3.10. Pyramid scheme of wavelet a) Decomposition and b) Reconstruction.

ln practice, a discrete time series rr acquired at times tt =k\t, k =1,...,N,

with constant sampling time 
^l 

, at its original resolution is assumed the O-th level

approximation sequence; i.e., ao.o = xo [59]. Therefore, the number of scales -Iis limited

to the largest integer smaller than or equal tologrN. Using the subband coding scheme

the approximation and detail coeffrcients are generated using a pair of finite impulse

response lowpass and highpass filters, H, G and the signal can be reconstructed using

their adjoints H-, G-, respectively, [58] as shown in Figure 3.11 defining a

multiresoiution decomposition-multiresolution reconstruction (MRD-MRR) scheme.

ilL Wavelet Denoising

The wavelet based denoising assumes that analysis of time se¡ies at different

resolutions might improve the separation of the true underlying signal from noise. The

DWT is linear and ofhogonal, thus transforming white noise in the time space to white

a)

b)
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t{alf-band
High-pass filter

Figure 3.11. One-level multiresolution

IIalf-band ct,r.

Low-pass frlter I-ow-Pass- Approxfilatron

Analysis

@ oeclmationtyz

S¡,nthesis @ Interpolation by 2

decomposition and ¡econstruction.

(3.13)

lo. là <rT(d,r)=| L

ld - s i g,{d)r. o t h e rwi s e

noise in the space of the wavelet coefficients [60]. The detail wavelet coefhcients posses

high absolute values only in the intervals of rapid time series change. These properlies

led Donoho and Johnstone to propose denoising with thresholding [60, 61], which

consists of the lollowing steps:

¡ A time series is transformed to the wavelet coefficients 4./ r. of the approximation

and wavelet coefficients dr,¡ , i : 1 ,2,. . ., J, of the details.

o The wavelet coefficients d,.r of the details on each scale , j : 1, 2,-.., J, are

separately thresholded with the threshold, r as

d ¡.r __T(d,,¡.r,)

fo là <'
where T(dr)=| " or

ld otherwise

for hard and soft thresholding, respectively.
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From the approximation coefficients dtt and modified detail

39

coefficients

ã¡,r. j =1,.",¡ the denoised time series is reconstructed. Selecting the threshold is the

most critical part of denoising.

IV, The WT-based Adaptive Filtering Algorithm

The WT-based AF was first proposed ín [62] to separate discontinuous

adventitious sounds from vesicular sounds based on their "nonstationary" characteristics

assuming the fact that "nonstationary" part (explosive peaks) of a signal in time domain

produces large WT coefficients (WTC) over many wavelet scales whereas for the

"stationary" part (noisy background) the coefficients die out quickly with increasing

scale. Therefore, it is possible to cha¡acterize the WTC with respect to their amplitudes;

most sigificant coefficients at each scale with amplitude above some threshold

correspond to nonstationary signal in time domain and the rest corresponds to stationary

part of the signal. Consequently, a wavelet domain separation of WTC corresponds to

time domain separation of stationary and nonstationary part of a signal. In this way, the

nonstationary part of the input sigaal is separated from the stationary one. The details of

the algorithm can be found in [62]. The algorithm was employed for the adaptive

thresholding and separation of HS from LS signals [17]. In their study, desired (LS) and

unwanted (HS) portions of a signal were separated through iterative Multiresolution

Decomposition and Multiresolution Reconstruction (MRD-MRR) based on hard

thresholding of the WTC. At iteration Ë the WTC of an N-sample input signal, e.g., a LS

recording, f(),), )" = 1,..., ,AI, truncated if necessary so that .^/ is a power of two, at m

adjacent resolution scales (', = 1,.. ., M; M = logrQtr) we¡e calculated using previously
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defined orthonormal bases [63]. The resulting WTC at scale j were compared to a

threshold defined as

THR!, = ol, .F"0, , (3.14)

(3. r6)

wherc oj is the sta¡dard deviation of the WTC at scalej during the rcih ilerution and Fo¿,

is a constant adjusting multiplying factor chosen experimentally based on individual files

to keep the threshold at higher value at different scales. The WTC were divided into two

groups - coefficients larger than the threshold signat 1WÍcQ"Ð and coefficients smaller

than the threshold (14/ImØ). The MRR was performed to reconstruct signals C(i) and

.R(,T) from Wfcll¡ and Wf^Q), respectively, representing coherent and residual part of

fltr). For the next iteration k, Rk-il") was assigned to 1,1). The iterative procedure stops

after a fixed number of iterations or after the following Stopping Criterion (STC) is

satisfied,

src =lE{Rk_,e¡l- a{nr{¿¡\< e, 0<e<<1 (3.1s)

where E{'} denoted the expected value and R¡Q") = 0. The suggested value for e was

0.00001 [17, 62]. This STC implies that the residual signal at the current MRD varies by

only a very small value from that of the previous MRD. Hence, these waveforms are

correlated and any coherent signal is no longer sigrificantly present. After the last

iteration (Z) the nonstationary part of the signal was obtained by superposing the

coherent parts, C*(7) attained at each iteration,

L

NSr(D=>ckØ),
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and the residual part, R¡Q,) was considered as the stationary part of the signal. In this

study of heart sound ¡eduction of lung sound the "coherent" signal represents the

unwanted HS and the "residual" sigrral was the denoised LS.

3,2.2.2 WT-based Adaptive Filtering of Lung sound Signal

L PSD Analysis of Lung sound Signal

The LS data from six subjects (5 subjects in Group I and 1 subject from Group

II) described in section 3.1 was used in the study ofHS reduction in LS recordíngs using

WT-based AF technique. Artifacts were detected and excluded from the recorded LS

signals and the LS segments were sequestered as segments, with and without HS as

described in section 3.2.1 . The segments within target flow+2}%o were selected as flow-

gated segrnents where target flows were 7.5 mVsllcg, 15 ml/s/kg and 1.5 ml/s/kg for low,

medium flow and breath-hold, respectively. The HS-free segrnents of LS were used as

the standa¡d to measure the effectiveness of the WT-based AF technique used in this

study.

The average PSD of the HS-free segments was calculated using 100 ms data

samples and Hanning window with 50% overlap between successive segments. The

average PSD was also calculated for the LS segments including HS, to provide reference

spectra of the segments including both LS and HS. The postulation of this study was that

the PSD of WT-based filtered signal would approach closely the PSD of the reference

signal obtained from HS-free segnents with very slight distortion of LS as judged by

expert listeners. The average power of LS signal, including and excluding HS, were

calculated over the following octave frequency bands: 20-40 Hz, 40-70 H2,70-150 Hz,

41
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150-300 Hz, and 300-600 Hz and averaged between the subjects. The mean (mean+SE)

differences in power for LS signals, with and without HS, were calculated over those

frequency bands. The PSD of HS-fiee breath-hold signals were used as an estimation of

background noise.

II. WT-based Íiltering of Lung sound Signal

In order to reduce HS, the LS signals were used as an input to the WT-based

AF. Since the HS has large peaks in LS recording, HS was considered as nonstationary

part of the recorded signal. Thus, the output of WT filter given in (3.16) was the HS noise

and the remaining signal À¿(2) was the denoised LS. As in [17], the calculation of WTC

was based on orthonormal bases introduced by Daubechies [63], using quadrature mirror

filters (QMFs) of eight coefficients and the adjusting parameter, F,a¡ for thresholding the

coefficients were varied between 2.5 to 3.0 depending on individual subject and flow

rates.

III. Analysis of the Performance of the WT-based Fiìtering

The effectiveness of the WT-based AF technique for removing HS fiom LS

recordings was evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively. The quantitative analysis

was done by comparing the average PSD of the original LS and breath-hold signals with

the filte¡ed signals wìth focus on the above mentioned five frequency bands. The mean

(mean+SE) power differences between the LS segments with HS and HS-free LS signals,

averaged between the subjects, were statistically compared (paired l-tests, SPSS@

software) to determìne the absolute PSD differences between LS with and without HS.

Differences with p < 0.05 were taken as significant. The outputs of the WT-based

42
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adaptive filte¡ were also subjected to flow- and artifact-gating, and the average PSD of

the resulting segments were determined for these signals within the above frequency

bands as well. Then, the band-iimited PSD values of the filtered signals were compared

with those of the original

WT-based Adaptive Filtering Flowchart
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Figure 3.12. Flowchart of WT-based adaptive filtering of LS signal.

signals, both including and exciuding HS. The hypothesis was that the average PSD

values of the frltered signals calculated at five frequency bands would be less than the
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PSD values of the original LS segment, and ideally not notably different from those of

the HS-free original LS segment.

3.2.2.3 Synopsis of WT-based Adaptive Filtering of Lung sound Signal

Figure 3.12 shows the summary of the WT-based AF of LS signals in the form

offlow chart. Data fiom each subject at each target flow rate was analyzed separately and

the mean PSD values at different frequency bands were averaged between the subjects

for both original and filtered sigrrals in order to find the effectiveness of Vr'T-based

adaptive filter in reduction of HS in LS recordings.

3.3 Suuu¿.nv

In this chapter, the details of various digital signal-processing techniques along

with a brief overview of the relevant theories and algorithms implemented in this study

were described. It also included the instrumentation and data acquisition techniques and

particulars of the study subjects f¡om each experimental group. The scheme used to find

the LS-flow relationship consisted of artifact removal and data segmentation, calculation

of mean fTow (low), mean LS amplitude (mean AMP) and LS average power (&,,),

investigation of different frequency bands from which P,"" could be computed,

examination of several models comprising Pou" or mean AMP and flow, correlalion

coefficient (r) and error calculation between the actual data and estimated data calculated

fiom model coefficients and the data analysis flow chart. A¡ overview of general wavelet

denoising technique and the application of WT-based AF technique of HS removal fiom

LS recordings were presented here with a short description of general wavelet theory and

the WT-based AF algorithm.
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CHAPTER 4 - RESULTS

4.1 R¡,sur,rs oF LuNc souND-FLow RELATroNsHrp

The results of investigation of LS-flow relationship for all groups showed a

much stronger correlation between flow and Po," Íhan mean AMP and flow. Furthermore,

the P,.,,"-flow relationship was best described by the power relationship model (model 3)

in both healtþ adults and healthy children. The mean+SE value of the power (cr) was

1.83+0.22 anð,2.0+0.17 for healthy adults, 1.79+0.23 and 1.84+0.23 for healthy children

for LS signal including and excluding HS, respectively. On the other hand, for asthmatic

children the 3'd order polynomial curve (model 4, 3'd degree) demonstrated best fit

between Po," and flow. The highest correlation coefficients (r) between the model

variables were observed in the frequency range of 150-450 Hz for healthy subjects and

300-600 Hz in asthmatic children. When comparing the model parameters calculated

fiom different percentage of the flow, it showed best results when the tpper 40%o Ío 50To

of inspiration was considered. The removal of HS ÍÌom LS signals showed slight

Group 0hosen Model
Opt¡mum Yo of

Group I
model 3 150-450 Hz 40 0.98+0.009

Group I
model 3 150-450 Hz 40 0.96+0.01

Group II
lwith HS\ model 3 150-45OHz 40 0.97+0.03

Group II
model 3 150-450 Hz 40 0.95+0.05

Group III
model 4 300-600 Hz 50 0.98f0.02

Group III
model 4 100-600 Hz 50 0.9810.01

Table 4.1. Selected models and the corresponding parameters

decided for each group.
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Group I (H ealthy A d ult)

a)

model 3

| = 0.9767

b)

- 1: model3

t = o.9420

-0

1- -.2o.2-.2ot-.2o.t
log(flow) log(floul)

Group ll (Healthy Children)

.6 -.4 ..2 0

log(flow)

l

i

1

q

.4:

.2:

a)

model 4

r = 0.99 01

G roup lll (Asthmat¡c Children)

b)

m odel 4

¡ = 0.96 84

o - ,.----: 

-' 

: -
24.6.824.64.6.824.62

flow (Lls) ow (lls)
Figure 4.1. Examples of curve fitting to the selected models for each group showing

Po,"-flow relationship: a) LS signal including HS b) LS signal excluding

HS.
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differences in the values ofmodel parameters with no change in the model describing the

relationship between Pou, and flow in all groups. The results of optimum model selection

with their parameters a¡e summarized in Table 4.1 . The results of linear regression

analysis and poll,nomial curve fitting to the selected models for each group are shown in

Figure 4.1 for a typical subject in each group. The details of the findings of the study are

given in the following sections.

4.1.1 LuNc SoIJND AMPLITUDE AND FLow R-ELÄTroNsHrp

The results of linear regression analysis of model 1, with k = 1, 2, 3 for healthy

adults showed model 1, with È: 1 could best describe the correlation between LS

amplitude and flow since it exhibited the highest r with least MSE compared to the model

with ¿ = 2, 3. Figur.e 4.2 shows an example of linear regression analysis to the data of

Group I. In case of healthy children, model 1, with k: 2 had the highest r and least MSE

for most of the subj ects (7 out of 10) and also when averaged between the subjects.

Figure 4.3 shows an example of linear regression analysis ofmodel 1 for the data fiom a

healthy child. The models were investigated for the LS signals, both including and

excluding HS. It was noted that the¡e was no considerable effect of the HS reduction on

the model parameters (Figore 4.2 and Figure 4.3) as well as on the model selection.

However, fo¡ asthmatic children the value of r was less than 0.5 for all the

values of È, which demonstrated that there was a weak relationship (Table 3.2) between

model variables. Thus, the LS mean AMP-flow model was not a good representative of

LS amplitude-flow relationship for asthmatic children. Figxe 4.4 illustrates the result for

a tlpical asthmatic subject.

47
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Figure 4.2. Linear regression analysis ofmodel 1 (k: 1,2, 3) representing the relation

between LS amplitude and flow for a healthy adult: a) LS signal including

HS b) LS signal excluding HS.

In mean AMP and flow modeling study, the models were examined with

different percentage of inspiratory flow and the conesponding sound amplitude for all

data sets. The results showed smal1 differences in the values of the model parameters.

However, the results were most consistent with highest r and least MSE when the upper

40% of flow was taken into account. Therefore, mean AMP and flow corresponding to

tpper 409'o of target flow were used in model selection study.
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Figure 4.3. Linear regression analysis ofmodel 1 (k: 1,

between LS amplitude and flow for a healthy

b) LS excluding HS.
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Figure 4.4. Linear regression analysis ofmodel 1(k= I,2,3) representing the relation

between LS amplitude and flow for an asthmatic subject.

a) LS w¡th HS
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4.1.2 LûNG souND AVERAGE PowER AND FLow RELATIoNSHIP

Results of linear regression analysis to the models consisting of Po,," and mean

flow (models 2 and 3) and the polyromial cuwe fitting (model 4) revealed that there was

an obvious relationship between LS average power and respiratory flow. The values ofr

were bigge¡ than 0.8 for all the models which proved a strong positive correlation

between Po"" andflow (Table 3.2). Comparison of different models for healthy adults and

healthy children showed the power relationship model (model 3) to be the right most

a) LS with HS b) LS with HS removed

50

.5 l now Gtú.5 2

.8 model 4, degree 3
.8 '

9 .6, model 4, degree 3 - :.l
õ

r = 0.8439

.681
ftow (Lls\

Figure 4.5. An example of curve fitting to the models showing Po,"-flow relationship

for a healthy adult. Po,," was calculated at 150-450 Hz frequency band,

data ofupper 407o ofeach inspiration was used for the analysis.
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a) LS with HS b) LS wiih HS removed
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Figure 4.6. An example of curve fitting to the models showing Po""-flow relationship

for a healthy child. P,,," was calculated at 150-450 Hz fiequency band, data

of upper 40% ofeach inspiration was used for the analysis.

model for the LS signals, with and without HS, and flow when the signals were adopted

from healthy adults.. Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show the ¡esults for a healthy adult and a

healthy child, respectively.

When LS data from asthmatic children were anal)zed for model selection, the

3'd degree polynomial showed best fit between ¿ v aîð, ftow, as it showed least MSE and

highest r for six subjects out ofseven. The results oflinear regression analysis and
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Model

Group - I,
Healthy
Bdults

(w¡th HS)

Group - I,
Healthy

adults (HS
removed)

Croup - lI,
Healthy

children (with
HS)

Group - II,
Healthy

children (HS
removed)

G¡oup - lII,
Asthmatic
children

(with HS)

Group - III,
Asthmatic
children

(HS removed)

model I
k=l 0.75a0.05 0.78+0.04 0.85+0.10 0.83+0.08 0.42+0.12 0.52:r0.09

model I
k=2 0.70+0.06 0.76+0.05 0.86+0. t 0 0.88a0.09 O 42:t0.12 0 52.!0 0s

model I
k=3 0.6410.0? 0.73+0.06 0.85 +0. t0 0.84+0.I0 o.42+0.12 0.52+0.09

model 2 0.94+0.02 0 9t +0.02 0.95{0 02 0 9410 02 0.97+0.02 0.9'tt0.02

Model 3 0_98+0.009 0.96+0.0t 0.97+0.03 0.96+0.05 0.96à0.03 0.9'7+0.02

model 4
degree 2

0.93+0.02 0.85f0 09 0,93+0.05 0.93+0.05 0.98+0.02 0.92+0.01

model 4
degree 3

0 94i0 02 0.85+0.08 0.93+0.05 0.94+0.05 0.98+0.02 0;98+0.01

Table 4.2. Mean (mean+SE) correlation coefficient (r) for different models in different

goups relating LS mean AMP and P,.,," to flow. The maximum value of r is

marked as gray for each study group.

pollmomial curve fitting are shown in Figure 4.7 for a typical subject. where P",." is

calculated over 300-600 Hz for upper 50% of flow signal. The mean values (mean+SE)

of r between the estimated data using model coefficients and the actual data for each

group and each model are shown in Table 4.2. The selected models were highlighted for

each group.

From the LS Po,n-flow relationship modeling study it was observed that the

relationships as well as the model's parameter were highly dependent on the frequency

band used for P,,," calculation. The results showed that below 70 Hz, the relationship

could not be defined since there was no speciflc pattem between P,.,," and flow and the

values of r were less than 0.5 for each model. The average eûor (mean+SE) between
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actual and estimated data Íiom model coefficients was the least and r was the highest

when P,,," was calculated over 150-450 Hz frequency band for Group I and Group II.

Therefore, 150-450 Hz was chosen as the optimum frequency band for P",,, calculation

for Groups I and II. On the other ha¡d, in case of asthmatic children, the optimum

fiequency band was found to be 300-600 Hz. The parameter values of the selected

models with P,," calculated at various ÍÌequency bands between 20-600 Hz a¡e shown in

Table 4.3 fo¡ each group. The optimum frequency bands were highlighted for each group

of data set.

a) LS with HS
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Figure 4.7. An example of cuwe fltting to the models showing Po,,"-.flow relationship

for an asthmatic child. Po"n was calculated at 300-600 Hz frequency band,

data of upper 50%o of each inspiration was used for the analysis.

ln order to find the Po,.-Ílow relationship all the models were tested by taking

different percentage of inspiratory flow. Though the results showed small differences in

the values of the model parameters, the mean (mean+SE) MSE value was the least and

correlation coefficient, r, was the highest when upper 40o/o offlow signal was used for

Groups I and II, and upper 50% offlow signal for Group III.

20-40
Hz

40-70
Hz

70-ls0
Hz.

70-300
Hz

70-450
Hz

r00-300
Hz

100-4s0
Hz

100-300
Hz

r50-450
Hz

300-600
Hz

Group I, Healthy adults (with HS), model 3, upper 40yo of inspiration

0.50,r0.09 1.64+0.08 0.91+0.07 0.92+0.0ó 0.92+0.06 0.96+0.02 0.96f0.02 0.97+0.01 0.93a0.01

Croup I, Healthy adults (HS removed), model 3, upper 407o of insp¡ration

).60 +0.1i 0.77t0.1t 0.93+0.03 0.95f0.02 0.95+0.02 0.95*0.01 0,95f0.01 0.96+0.01 0:96ìiii0ì .91+0.001

G¡oup Il, He¿lthy childrer (with HS), model 3, upper 407o of inspirstion

0.37+0.I5 0.45t0.25 0.83+0.I I 0,93+0.06 0.93+0.54 0.95+0.05 0.94+0.06 0.95+0.05 !:9-7+qiq3. 0.94+0.02

Group II, Heâlthy children (HS removed), model 3, upper 40yo of inspi¡ation

).54+0.18 0.71.10.I 5 0.90+0,05 0.95+0.03 0.96+0.03 0,96+0.03 ).96+0.03 0.96+0.03 .q.,:9J.+o:gj 0.90r0.03

Group III, Asthmatic ch¡ldren (with HS), model 4, upper 50% of inspiration

).57*0.18 0.51r0.25 0.71r0.21 0.75+0.21 0.75+0.21 0.91+0.12 0.91+0.11 0.95+0.02 0.96+0.02 0.98+0.02

Group Ill, Asthmâtic children (HS removed), model 4, upper 50yo of inspirâtion

0.63+0.24 0.67+0.14 0.81r0.l4 0.85+0.11 0.83*0.14 0.961=0.02 0.95+0.03 0.95a0.04 0.96+0.04 0.98fû.01
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Table 4.3. Selected model and the corresponding r values (mean+SE) of each group

for Po,,n calculated at different frequency bands between 20-600 Hz. The

maximum value of r is marked as gray for each study group.

4.2 RTsuT,Ts oF WT-BASED ADAPTn,T Ftr,TERING oF LLING SOT]ND

4.2.1 REsuLrs oF PSD ANALYSTS

The PSD analysis of LS signal, including and excluding HS, at low and

medìum flow rates resulted in significant difference (p < 0.05) in the average PSD values

up to 150 Hz. This illustrates that most of the HS energy is contained below 150 Hz,

where LS has also considerable energy. For breath-hold sigrrals, including and excluding

HS, the¡e were signifìcant diffe¡ences (p < 0.01) in average PSD values in ali frequency

bands at all flow rates. At high flow, however, the difference was considerable below 70

Hz Hence, the objective of this study was to reduce HS from lung sounds at low and

a) Mean PSD difference for LS s¡gnal
10
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b)
15-

N4ean PSD difference for breath-hold signal

co

Õ
u)f!
.E

i5

=

Figure 4.8. Differences in average power calculated for LS and breath-hold signals,

including and excluding HS, at low and medium flow rates. Error bars

represent mean SE, * denotes the significant level (p<0.05) medium flow

rates.

medium flow rates. Figure 4.8 shows the average PSD differences of original LS ald

breath-hold signals, including and excluding HS, calculated over the first four frequency

bands.

4.2.2 WT-BASED ADAPTIVE FILTERING
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The wavelet analysis experiments with Daubechies QMFs filters of different

lengths (db2 to db12) and with hard and soft thresholding showed that the use of db8
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, c)

BH signal (norma.llzed)
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Figure 4,9, Separated HS signals using WT-based AF for a typical subject: a)

LS signal at low flo\.v rate, b) LS signal at medium flow rate, c)

Breath-hold signal.

filter with hard thresholding performed best for separating the stationary and

nonstationary part of the LS recordings. It was found that the performance of the WT-

based filter was very much dependent on the threshold adjusting parameter, Fadj. For

low flow rate, it was varied between 2.5 to 2.7 and for the medium flow rate it was

adjusted between2.T Ío 3.0. The number of iteration,I, needed to converge the algorithm

was found to vary between 7 to 10 for e = 0.00001.

Results of impiementation of WT-based AF to the LS and breath-hold signals at

low and medium flow rates are shown for tlpical subject in Figure 4.9. It was seen that

the wr- based AF could detect the heart peak locations in LS signal and could separate
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those peaks efficiently at any flow rates (Figure 4.9). However, the power spectra of the

filtered signals showed pronounced difference when it was compared with the original

HS-free segrnents of LS and breath-hold. The average PSD of the filtered signals along

with the average PSD of the original signals, including and excluding HS, are shown in

Figure 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) for low and medium flow rates, respectively, and in Figure

4.10(c) for breath-hold signals. The results showed that all flow- and artifact-gated

filtered signals had lower average PSD than that of HS-free original signals, specially at

frequencies above 100 Hz (Figure 4.10) and the difference was more remarkable for

medium flow rate (Figure a.10(b)). However, the statistical analysis indicated that for the

low flow signals the differences of the average PSD values of the flltered LS signals and

original HS-free LS signals per frequency band averaged across the subjects were not

significant for any frequency band. Fo¡ the medium flow, the difference was significant

for the 70-150 Hz and 150-300 Hz frequency bands (4.ó1+1.69 with p < 0.05, and -
8.22+2.21 withp < 0.02, respectively). Moreover, the differences were negative for both

low and medium flow rates, except at 20-40 Hz band for medium flow (0.7 2+2.27),

implying that the WT-based AF causes an overall reduction of energy of LS, instead of

lessening the power only in areas of HS. Similar analysis applied to the breath-hold

signals showed that the differences in average PSD values in breath-hold signals were not

significant úr > 0.13 ) for any frequency band fo¡ the low flow signals and they were

significant (p < 0.02) only for the 150-300 Hz band for medium flow signals. Table 4.4

shows these diffe¡ences for filtered LS signals and original HS-free LS signals in low and

medium flow rates for both LS and breath-hold signals. The listening inspection of the

original and filtered signal showed that WT based filtering could reduce HS to some
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extent, while at the same time the original LS signal was attenuated substantially making

it a "noise" like signal.
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90 : onginal LS signalwithout HS

, background noise
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c)
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Figure 4.10. Power spectra ofthe original and filtered sigrals ofa typical subject: a) LS

signal at low flow rate, b) LS signal at medium flow rate, c) Breath-hold

signal.

'. Frer
,.N 20-40 Hz 4O-70 Hz 70-150 IIz 150-300 IIz 300-ó00 Hz

Diff I Difl2 Diff 1 Diff 2 Diff I Diff 2 Diff r Diff 2 Diff I Diff 2

Low
1,061 0.62 x

3.65
-2.0'1 +

2.6s
0.22 +

3.82
J.E3x +
212 \1)

-5.06 +
2.39

4.71* t
2.5',7

1.48l
1.82

5.01 +
t7s

Med
0.72 +
2.21

1.0 +
L84

1.6 + -4.61 +
i.68

-8.21
2.1

4.9'1 r
r.23

-6.01 a
2.39 t0

Table 4.4, Mean power differences (mean+SB) of filtered LS signals and HS-free

original LS signals (diff 1), filtered breath-hold sigrals and HS_fiee breath_

hold sigrals (diff2), per flow and frequency bands (+ indicates p < 0.05).

4.3 Sulru¡,nv

The results of LS-flow relationship modeling and WT-based AF of LS signal

can be summarized as the followings.
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o The LS average power showed higher correlation with respiratory flow than the LS

amplitude.

o The relationship between LS average power and flow was found to be different in

healthy and asthmatic subjects.

o The best models selected on the basis of the highest cor¡elation coeff,rcient and the

lowest MSE were:

. Healthy adults and children: power relationship model (model 3)

. Asthmatic children: 3'd order polynomial (model 4, 3'd degree)

o The selection of different percentages of flow did not change the model describing

the relationship between flow and LS signal. However, it showed best fìt when upper

40%o of flow was considered for healthy subjects (both adults and children) and upper

50%o for asthmatic children.

o The relationship between Pou" and flow was dependent on the frequency band at

which the LS power was calculated. The most appropriate frequency band was found

to be 150-450 Hz for healthy aduits and healthy children and 300-500 Hz for

asthmatic children to calculate Po,..

o The presence of HS in LS recordings did not show any significant effect on the

relationship between LS and flow in all the three groups.

o The LS spectral energy was found to be ¡educed greatly with the WT-based AF and

hence resulted in pronounced change in the original signal ofinte¡est.
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CHAPTER 5 - Alrar_,ysrs nNn IxrrRpRE-
TATIoN or Rnsur,rs

5.1 LuNc souND-FLow RELATToNSHTp

The present study was designed to determine the model which could best

chnacterize the LS amplitude and/or avetage power in relation to flow in both healthy

and asthmatic individuals. LS signals reco¡ded f¡om RUL were grouped as three different

categories consisted of healthy adults, heaithy children and asthmatic children. A wide

range of flow, from 0.4 to 3.0 L/s, was used to provide the ¡esolution needed to

investigate the LS-flow relationship in both healthy individuals and patients. Four

different models defining the LS amplitude-flow and LS average power-flow relationship

were investigated. The average LS amplitude was calculated from the envelope of LS

signal obtained from the Hilbert Transform of original signal. The LS average power

(P,"") was calculated from the magnitude of power spectrum of original signal minus the

magnitude of power spectrum of the corresponding breath-hold signal. The models were

tested for the average power calculated at ten different frequency bands over 20400 Hz.

The overall results showed that P",," was a bette¡ paramete¡ than the mean AMp to

cha¡acterize the LS signal with flow. while the exact relationship to describe LS-flow

characteristics has yet to be determined with a larger data set, our findings pointed toward

power relationship between lung sound average power and flow, po,"= k flow", inhealthy

individuals as it was reported previously by Gavriely and cugell [28]. Moreover, the

relationship was found to change with airway narrowing in asthma. The power

relationship model in healthy subjects was found to be independent of the age group and
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the values of r computed between the original data and regression lines fitted the power

model were much higher (>0.9) than those were found for the models cornpising mean

AMP and flow describing stronger linear ¡elationship between log(P^,) andlogÇlow).It

was expected that the removai of HS from LS would not considerably effect the

relationship since the ffequency band selected to calculate Pn," was above 150 Hz

whereas the HS have a large effect on LS below 150 Hz. The results showed indeed, HS

did not have any effect on the type of relationship, though the model parameters were

changed slightly in the presence of HS. The value of ø was found to be 1.89+0.57

(mean*SD) and 1.80+0.57 for LS signal with and without HS, respectively, when

averaged over all the subjects from Group I and Group IL The value of cr found in this

sfudy is comparable with that reported by Gawiely et al. [28], which was 1.66+0.35. The

small difference might be due to the use of different frequency band in Po,,, calculation.

Gawiely et aI. used 100-1000 Hz frequency band in comparison to the 150-450 Hz used

in this study. The difference might also be due to the small size of data in both studies

and considering the vast va¡iability between the respiratory sounds of the individuals.

A possible explanation of this power relationship between P".,," and flow could

be derived from the theory of turbulent flow in a tube or duct. Flow turbulence is the

presumed mechanism for LS generati on 127). The power of the generated sound and

turbulent flow in a tube o¡ duct is proportional to the pressue drop associated with flow

fluctuations wìthin the tube [64]. When the Darcy füction factor is used, the pressure

drop is proportional to the square of flow velocity (U') divided by the fourth root of the

Re¡.nolds number (Ãe : p.U.d/h) i.e., AP cc (ltlR"0". Thus, assuming constant geometry,
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the pressure drop and the generated sound are expected to be proportional to the flow to

the power of 1.75. The exponent of flow in P*¿.ftow power relationship found in this

study (1.89 and 1.8 for LS with a¡d void ofHS, respectively) is reasonably close to 1.75

in the above equation.

Lung sounds originate from intrathoracic large and medium size airways and

they contain information about their origin and the way they have been ftansmitted

through the lung. Asthma is an inflammatory condition of the bronchial airways. This

inflammation causes reversible airway obstruction and bronchial hyperresponsiveness

resulting from narrowed airways [31]. Early studies have shown that normal lung sounds

change during airway narrowing with a shift ofsound intensity toward higher ÍÌequencies

[65-66] due to a reduction ofpower at low ffequencies [67]. Since most of the LS energy

is focused at low frequencies, a reduction in low frequency power causes a decrease in

b¡eath sound intensity detectable by auscultation. Hence, it was expected that the pattern

of flow-sound relationship changes with asthma. In asthmatic data studied in this thesis,

instead of the power relationship between P,* ætd flow, polynomial curve fitting to the

Po,n vs. flow showed better fit to the data in all subjects. This suggested a different

mechanism of sound generation in airway narrowing during asthma. Thus, the changes in

LS-flow model may be used as a means of detecting the airway narrowing in diseases.

The examination of frequency dependency of the po,,¿-flow model showed an

increase in LS average power with an increase offlow in all fiequencies above 70 Hz in

all subjects though the values of the model parameters varied slightly with the frequency

range. However, there was no conclusive pattem of po,'-flow graph for p,"" calculated in
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the frequency ranges below 70 Hz in all subjects ìn all study groups (Figure 5.1). Such

characteristic of LS average power at low frequencies was expected. It has been found

that sound transmission at lower frequencies (below 300 Hz) is mainly due to

parenchyma wave propagation [68] and lung parenchyma has been reported to attenuate

fiequencies below 100 Hz 1261. Moreover, below 100 Hz LS is masked by some

extraneous noise such as muscle and cardiovascula¡ sounds. Hence, it was anticipated

that at very low frequency bands Po,n-flow relationship could not be defined.
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Figure 5.1. Effect of frequency band in calculating Po,," Po,," was calculated at 20-40 Hz

frequency band.

The investigation of commonly suggested models that characterize the LS

amplitude and flow illustrated a linear relationship between mean AMP and,.flow (model

1,, k: 1) in healthy adults. The values of r (mean+SE) were found to be 0.75+0.04 and

0.78*0.04 for LS signal with and without HS, respectively, which exhibited a moderate

linear relationship (Table 3.2) between LS intensity and flow. This ¡esult was comparable

il
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to the findings of Kraman [40] who reported that both mean and peaft amplitude of LS

were linearly related to peak flow when measured in four healthy adults. The reporled

values of correlation coefficients ìn that study were 0.77, 0.85,0.69, 0.89 belween mean

AMP and flow, and 0.8, 0.83, 0.79, 0.88 between peak AMP and flow, in 4 subjects,

respectively [40].

In healtþ children, however, the results showed that the square offlow (model

I, k = 2) was more linea¡ly related to LS amplitude than the first and third power of flow.

This ¡esult was similar to those described by Shykoff and her co-workers [41], though

they reported the results for normal adults. According to Shykoff et a1., since LS

amplitude is a measure of energy, the relationship may be postulated to be kinetic energy

where LS is a function of the square of flow (velocity). The correlation coefficients

averaged between ten subjects were found to be 0.86+0.03 (mean+SE) and 0.81+0.02,

respectively, for LS signal including and excluding HS.

The reason for the above differences between the type of model in adults and

children might be understood in the light ofrecognizing that body size affects respiratory

sounds. The distinct qualìty respiratory sound in children compared to that in adults is

generally due to the sound transmission through smaller lungs and thinner chest walls in

children |2,27). Pasterkamp et al., [12] found higher median fiequency in infants,

whereas similar attenuation in power at higher frequencies was found in all ages. It was

suggested that the different resonance behavior of a small thorax or less contribution of

1ow frequency muscle noise may explain the difference of normal LS in infants compared

with older children and adults [12]. Consequently, the LS amplitude and flow were
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speculated to show different relationships in children and adults as it was the case in this

sfudy. However, it was noted that the differences in correlation coefficient values were

not significant between the first two models (Table 4.2). Hence, investigation with a

larger data set may give slightly different results for both groups. The number of subjects

that participated in Shykoff et al- [41] and Kraman's [40] studies were 8 and 4,

respectively, in comparison to the data adopted from 10 healthy children and 5 healthy

adults in this study.

It is anticipated that at very low flow LS may not be detected. Hence, flow

must exceed some threshold value to produce the measurable acoustic properties of the

thorax. Practically, below approximately 0.3 L/s, the sound amplitude did not exceed the

background noise found by previous researchers [10]. Therefore, one of the objectives of

this study was to investigate different percentage of target flow to select the best flow

region for deriving the LS-flow relationship. In this research, the upper 40%o and 50% of

target flow gave the most consistent and reliable results in healthy subj ects and patients,

respectively. In similar studies, Kraman calculated mean AMP of each 25 ms segrnent

when the flow exceeded 1.4 L/s for each inspiration [40] and Gavriely et a1., [20]

acquired data for six different target flows where the flow signal existed within target

flow+15%.

Recent respiratory acoustical analyses indicate potential use for clinical

application. A series of recent experiments, using bronchial challenge, showed that even

in the absence of wheezes, significant changes in the intensity and frequency spectra of

breath sounds occur with fairly small changes in the forced expiratory volume in one
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second, thus indicating the degree of airflow obstruction [66-67]. Gawiely et al. [69]

showed that changes in LS spectra may be used as a mears of detecting the early stages

of airway diseases though the LS used in his study included wheezes. The future holds

the prospect of using acoustic mapping of the surface of the chest wall to non-invasively

measure regional ventilation and airflow obstruction within the lungs [7].

The results of this study have shown high conelation of flow signal with

spectral power of the LS signal. The Po,"-flow relationship model may be used to estimate

respiratory flow by acoustical means which will considerably simplify instrumentation in

diagnosis of swallowing dysfunction, sleeping diso¡der control, monitoring the breath of

unconscious patients and so on. The findings have also shown promise to detect

abnormalities such as detecting airway narrowing in asthma as the pattem of P,,,"-flow

relationship changes with abnormalities. Overall, these new findings pave the way for

investigating the acoustical properties of respiratory system to improve their use for

diagnostic purposes.

5.2 WT-BA,sED ADAPTI\,.E FILTERING oF LS STcNaT,

The iower spectral limit of normal LS is usually conside¡ed above 100 Hz due

to the interfe¡ence of non-respiratory sounds such as heart sounds. Several techniques of

reducing interference of HS Íiom LS have been proposed over the last few years.

However, the problem has still remained as a challenge because each method has its own

disadvantages. One way to tackle the HS interference with LS is to use a method that

simply disregards the parts of the LS that include HS by the use of simultaneous record of

ECG signal called "ECG-gating", where only the LS segrnents within the last 30% of the
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R-R interval, which are flee of HS, arc analyzed [a5]. This method provided a base for

spectrum analysis of the LS absolutely free of HS. However, in doing so most of the

recorded sound segments remain unutilized and segmenting the short-duration sections

may introduce artifacts while listening to the signal. In addition, it needs an extra

recording of ECG signal. Thus, an alternative method of reducing HS in LS has to be

investigated so that the spectra of signals from altemative method would follow the

spectra of the HS-free LS sigrals. In this stud¡ the effectiveness ofone of the proposed

methods using waveiet analysis has been investigated in comparison to the manually

obtained HS-free LS signals.

WT-based filter proposed by [17] was implemented to the LS signals recorded

at low and medium flow ¡ates. Since most of the HS energy resides below 150 Hz, it was

expected that after processing the reduction ofenergy would be only in the low frequency

region and the remaining spectrum would remain unaffected. It was evident from the time

domain signals that the amplitude of LS signals decreased slightly after the wr-based

filtering (Figure 4.9). The quantitative analysis of HS-free LS signals and filtered LS

signals supported this observation. The PSD of filtered LS sigrals and the psD of HS-

free LS signals were signilicantly different for both low and medium flow rates in the 70-

150 and 150-300 Hz and in addition, the differences were negative (Table 4.4). This

shows that the LS signals have experienced an overall reduction in energy by the wr-

based filtering (Figure 4.10(a) and (b)) and thus, the signals that are of interest have been

altered. The same effect was found for the breath-hold signals in the frequencies above

70 Hz (Figure 4.10(c)) though the differences in psD values were positive (Table 4.4) in

this case. consequentl¡ the PSD offiltered breath-hold signals were higher than the pSD
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of HS-fiee breath-hold signals. The qualitative analysis also revealed similar results that

the LS signals were distorted with some additive noise by wr-based adaptive filtering.

I¡ classical time series denoising approaches, the noise is assumed to be

Gaussian white noise. The denoising technique in wavelet transform domain assumes that

wavelet transform localizes the signal energy in a limited number of wavelet coefficients.

on the other hand, the orthogonal transform of stationary white noise ¡esults in stationary

white noise [60-61]. Thus, the expected noise energy is spread ove¡ all coefficients. If

this energy is not very large, noise has a relatively small influence on the important large

signal coefficients. Hence, tfuesholding of the amplitude of the coefficients is possible,

which eliminates wavelet coefficients smaller than the th¡eshold, and keeps the larger

ones fo¡ further estimation of noiseless coefficients. In our case of separating HS from

LS, LS was considered as noise. However, it could be noticed that the pSD of LS follows

colored noise pattern rather than the white noise wìth dominant components at

frequencies below 300 Hz. Moreover, the HS energy overlaps with lung sound in the

ffequencies below 150 Hz. consequently, separating the wavelet coefficients

corresponding to HS may also contain information about LS. Furthermore, reconstruction

ofLS signal with these coefficients degrades the quality of original signal.
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CHAPTER 6 - DrnncrroNs FoR Furun¡
RnsnrRcn

Lung sounds have been used as indicators of respiratory health and disease

since antiquity. The diagnosis of diseases is facilitated by pulmonary auscultation using

stethoscope since its invention by Laënnec in 18i7. Lr recent years, the inventions of

more sensitive methods, specific to respiratory assessment, have aided to collect more

information of clinical utility from respiratory sounds. Researchers have been exploring

to take advantage of modem technology and computerized sound analysis to effectively

aid the day-to-day diagnosis of respiratory patients. One of their notable successes is

computerized digìtal respiratory sound analysis in ambulatory care [27]. Researchers are

also making strides to combine processing power, storage, miniaturization of components

and analysis programs into small hand-held computerized stethoscopes which will further

aid the clinicians with additional information than traditional stethoscopes.

ln clinical application, the computerized analysis of LS is expected to be more

supportive when it is based on mathematical models of the underlying physical

mechanisms of respiratory sound production., such models will facilitate the

understanding of the interaction of mechanical forces, flow and sound tra¡smission

within the respiratory tract and can also relate to different physiological conditions.

Hence, this study was aspired to find a mathematical model that describes the relationship

between respiratory flow and the corresponding lung sound. The results proposed power

relationship between LS average power and flow in normal study subjects and higher
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order nonlinear relationship in asthmatic children. However, experiments with a larger

number of subjects are required to confirm the ¡esults.

LS-flow relationship varies at different locations of the chest surface [27].

Previous studies found that the low frequency sound amplitude in the right anterior upper

lung was significantly greater than that measured at corresponding locations in the left

lrc;ng [24,27]. Gavnely et al. [28] observed statistically significant differences in sound

amplitude at equal flows between the left and right lung. Therefore, studies of LS-flow

relationship at different locations on chest surface may reveal the differences in flow

turbulence and sound generation for regional pulmonary ventilation. Future work may

include the investigation of models with LS ¡ecorded at different locations on the chest

surface.

The breath sound intensity recorded at the chest wall during inspiration and

expiration is very different and normally, inspiratory sounds are found to be louder than

the expiratory sound [30]. Gavriely and co-workers [28] found the amplitudes of

inspiratory anterior lung sound are twice of that of the expiratory sound, and the

inspiratory posterior lung sounds amplitudes are 1400/o stronger than those during

expiration. Moreover, the ÍÌequency spectra of inspiration and expiration are different

II2, 201. Therefore, the models should be investigated separately for inspiratory and

expiratory phases.

The HS-ÍÌee segrnents of LS signals were obtained by audio-visual means. The

drawback of this method is - many of the LS segments get rejected and splicing the
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segnents would introduce artifacts. Moreover, manual rejection of HS segrnents might

not give the best results due to human error. Recently proposed RLS technique has shown

promise in localizìng and reducing HS in LS recordings [53]. ln future, this technique

could be used to get HS-fiee segments ofLS to get more accurate results.

Overall, the findings of the current study are promising in exhacting changes in

LS-flow relationship between asthmatic patients and healthy individuals. Thìs result,

once validated with a larger number of subjects, may be used as an indicator of airway

narrowing in asthma.
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